1987 toyota 4runner rear window wiring diagram

Remember Me? Site Navigation. After the hurricane my rear window on my 88 4runner would
not go down with the key or the switch inside. I could however use a 12volt battery straight to
the rear window motor and it would go up and down. My garage door was blown in during the
hurricane and my manuals are pretty much useless. I checked the voltage where my switch
goes into the wiring harness and I figured I would find 12volts somewhere. Well I did not. I only
found 9 volts.. I hope for the best for ya on this problem , I recently bought a 85 t4r yhat needed
a hole tailgate window assembly and the wiring was shot in the truck. My answer was to install a
double pole double throw switch in the cab and go straight to the battery. It already says up and
down on it.. You also have a couple of "kill" switches on your runner that will tell the motor to
not work during certain events. There is one switch just past the rear inner fender on the left
side. If your top is off that switch will not let you use your rear window. There is another switch
in the tail gate itself that will detect if the gate is down. That will stop your window from working
if the switch is bad. Do a search, you will find a lot of information already posted here that will
help you out. Ther is a relay for the rear window. It's behind the panel just rear of the drivers
door. They are gettin' hard to find now. Good luck. Ok so i got it to work sorta!! If the tailgate is
down and you close the latches the window will work from the key and the switch. If you close
the tailgate it does not work As soon as you let it go it stops working. It's some thing that is not
making contact all the way.. Any suggestions? BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All
times are GMT The time now is PM. All company, product, or service names references in this
web site are used for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective
owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List. Thread Tools. Rate
Thread. View Public Profile. Find More Posts by foonanas. Find More Posts by porkchop
Thurlo76 Member. Join Date: Apr Location: i live in a little hick town in idaho Posts: Find More
Posts by Thurlo Rear window Ther is a relay for the rear window. Find More Posts by
runninonMT. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. FS: Rear Window Switch ? User Name: Password:
Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register Now! Become a Sponsor. Custom Search. Here's a
couple of tips I have used to improve the operation of the rear window wiper on my 1st
generation 4Runner:. Seems like 4Runners are plagued with rear window problems. It won't go
up, it won't go down, one switch works the other switch doesn't, etc. So how do you fix the
window? Best bet is to keep it working, clean and lubricate the moving and rubber parts
regularly. But if it does finally stop working, how do you fix it? Below is a schematic diagrams
of some 4Runner rear window systems. If you are having problems, follow the above
troubleshooting steps to isolate the problem to as small a section as possible then find the
cause of the problem. Click on the small image below for a larger version:. Beyond these
common problems, troubleshooting involves understanding how the system works and then
figuring out where its broken. Fundamentally, the window relay module pictured above has two
main relays that provide the proper polarity power to the window motor to raise or lower the
glass. If you can't measure the voltage at the motor, then something is wrong at the relay
module. If you can apply power to the motor and it doesn't move, suspect the motor. At the
relay module, all the interlock and control signals are combined to switch the two power relays.
If you can't measure the proper interlock and control switch signals at the relay, something is
wrong in the switches or the wiring. Otherwise, the problem is in the relay module itself. If a
relay has power to its coil but you can't hear or feel it click on and off, then that relay is bad coil
burned out. And with a relay that does click, but nothing happens, that could mean the relay
contacts are defective. A relay will always click when it is turned on and off, but you normally do
not hear the click because the motor that the relay turns on makes enough noise to mask the
click. But if the electrical contacts inside the relay are pitted or burned, they will not make
electrical contact, even though the magnetic coil is pulling them together the source of the click
and thus the load they control i. You can usually feel which relay is clicking with a finger
touched to each relay in turn in the rear window module,. So where is the relay module located?
On the 1st gen 4Runner, its behind the side panel next to the rear seat on the driver's side photo
A, below. Pull the tabs and shoulder belt trim to gain access to the panel and relay behind it. In
the 2nd gen 4Runner, the relay is in the rear corner of the bed, behind the side panel see photo
B below. First thing to note from the above wiring diagrams is that all the switches work by
grounding inputs to the relay module. As such, what you are looking for is the given relay input
going from a high voltage down to ground or 0V when the respective switch is closed. Any input
that does not go to ground with switch closure would indicate a problem in the switch itself or
in the wiring between the switch and relay module. If the voltage does go to 0V, then suspect a
problem inside the relay module. A handy way to check for a good ground is to use a 12V test
light make one out of two wires and a 12V light bulb. Place one wire of the test light on a 12V
power source. Then place the other wire on a connection that you want to check for ground on.
If the light bulb lights, you have a complete circuit and a good ground connection. If not, there

is no ground connection at that point. This is a more reliable way to find a ground connection,
because a reading of 0 volts on a meter only says there is no voltage present, not that there is
any capacity for that circuit to carry any real current. After all, lay your voltmeter probes on the
table and you'll have a 0 volt reading, too. Where A might be the battery, B, C, D might be wiring,
a relay or fuse, and E is the load or thing that is controlled by the circuit. If the test is good, that
means the signal is getting through from A to B and to C, so the problem is likely in component
"D" and you have eliminated half the circuit by one test. But if the test at "C" fails, then the
problem might be in component "B" and you can likely eliminate the rest of the circuit past
component C as the cause of the problem. For a more complex circuit, just expand the above
example, and that first test can still eliminate half the circuit based upon the results of the test.
So for a 5 element circuit, with one test, you can eliminate components with one test. With a 9
component circuit, you can probably eliminate components with the first test, leaving a
component circuit to test, which one more test can get you down to 1 or 2 components that
might be the cause of the problem. So this illustrates the advantage of the Divide and Conquer
strategy. If you were to test one component at a time, a 5 component circuit might take up to 5
tests to isolate the problem, a 9 component circuit could take up to 9 tests to find the problem.
But with divide and concquer, 9 components might only take 3 tests to isolate the problem. So
instead of a circuit that is twice as complex taking twice as long to test, it only takes one
additional test. So take your choice, you can do the brute force method of testing every
component in the circuit, or you can be smart and test a few key points and quickly zero in on
the problem. The other key thing to understand when troubleshooting components in a circuit is
to know a little bit about the compoents and how they work. Most components in an automotive
electrical system are "passive", that is they don't generate any currnet or voltage. Only the
battery and alternator do that and everything else only passes current on to the next component
or they consume the current like a light bulb or motor. All a relay or switch or wire can do is
pass on at most the voltage they have at thir input side to their output side. So if you have a
motor that is only getting 6 volts and you measure 6 volts out of the relay that feeds that motor
and you also find that relay only has 6 volts at its input, the relay is likely not bad. It is getting a
poor input voltage garbasge in and simply passing on that poor voltage to the motor garbage
out. And if you have something like a relay and that relay is not turning on. You might be
tempted to say the relay is bad. But then you test the coil for the relay and you do not see any
voltage at the coil wires. So it is likely the relay itself is fine, but rather it is that fact that the
relay is not getting any power to its coil to energize it that is the reason it is not working. So to
take the above generic testing strategy and apply it to the rear window circuit. Assume you test
and find that one of the rear key switch inputs is not reaching the relay module. If that is the
case, the problem is likely in the switch or in the wiring and connectors between the relay and
switch. So the next "logical" place to break the circuit apart is the connector inside the door
where the key switch connects to the wiring harness. Remove the cover panel on the door, pull
the connector apart and test the contacts with an ohm meter or test light. You are looking for
the test light to come on or the ohm meter to read something near 0 ohms when the respective
contact closes. Lets assume this time, you measure good contact closures at the switch. In this
case, you can now eliminate the switch and also the relay from above. So all that is left is the
wiring and connectors. Try probing the connector to wire harness connections to see if they are
intact. Then look for chafed or broken sections of wire. If all else fails, you could always run a
new wire in parallel to the harness and see if that fixes the problem. A final issue that is
somewhat common is the situation where the motor operates but "runs out of steam" towards
the top and fails to fully close the window without help. Assuming there is no mechanical
binding and that all the moving parts are well lubed including the rubber where the glass slides
- use silicone spray , then a simple voltage check will help isolate the cause of the problem.
Attach some wires to the motor terminals it makes no difference how they are connected and
hook a volt meter to the wires. Then run the motor down and up. Note the voltage reading when
the window is moving normally. Then note the voltage when the window and motor "stalls". You
either need to use the rear key switch or worse, turn on the ignition to use the front switch. After
studying the wiring schematics, the key to this seems to be the rear window relay module,
which is located inside the body panel right above the driver's side seat belt retractor on the 1st
gen. In either vehicle, you'll need to remove the appropriate interior trim parts to access the
module. Simple fix is to just jumper the two sets of inputs together. As luck would have it, the
two up inputs pins 5 and 12 are just across the connector from each other, as are the two
downs pins 4 and I don't have access to a 2nd gen relay module, so not sure the relationship of
these pins on the PCB. In stock form, the rear key switch operates without the key in the
ignition i. The front switch requires a key in the igniton. With the jumpers installed, the front
switch acts like the rear switch and works without a key in the ignition. If you suspect you have

a faulty relay or two in the circuit module there are 4 , there is a simple, low-cost replacement
part available. Radio Shack carries a mini DC relay that is a pin-for-pin match for the stock part.
You can also replace the entire relay module. All the 1st gen relays should be similar as should
the 2nd gen relays, although it would be wise to test this out before paying for the relay. Sean
Boltman of Seattle 4Runner should be the same up through submitted the following writeup on
his relay repair:. Problem: Rear window fails to roll down sometimes. Doesn't matter if you are
using rear lid car key to activate the window, or the center console toggle. Wiggling the rear
window wiper seemed to sometimes trigger the window to work, but I suspect this was
coincidence, and finally decided to go after the main circuit board described on this page to
attempt to replace the relay switches. I had decided this was not a failed motor, because when it
worked, well, it worked fine. Solution: Replace the relay switches! Main circuit is located right
next to left-hand storage box near rear of cargo area. NOTE : all orientations are based on you
standing at the tailgate looking into the cargo area. New relay switches were the answer to my
problem. Relays from left to right are if you find out the functions of the missing relays, let me
know :. If repairing the relay is too daunting a task, or you have tried and it did not work,
another option is to eliminate the relay altogether. To do this, simply wire the motor to a switch.
This type of switch will have a center off position and two momentary on positions to either side
On-Off-On. Wire the two common terminals to the rear window motor and then connect one side
to power-ground and the other side to ground-power. This way in one position the motor
terminals have power-ground and the motor runs one direction. In the other switch position, the
motor polarity will be reversed ground-power and will run the other direction. Note, in doing
this, you are bypassing all the safety interlocks, so YOU will have to be operate the window
safely. Also, note that I have omitted details such as fuses or circuit breakers in the diagram
above in order to keep the drawing simple. If you pull power from the source that feeds the
existing relay module, then it is fed through a circuit breaker, so is already protected. And make
sure you use a good source of power that can supply the current the motor needs under load.
Another option is to pick up the simplified replacement relay module from The 12 Volt Guy. The
motor itself is fairly easy to test. Open up the access panel on the rear door and unplug the
connector that goes to the motor. If the motor is good, it'll turn in one direction. To reverse the
direction, swap the power and ground wires. Apparently the rear window motor is the same unit
as used for the power windows in the doors. So if the motor is indeed bad, you can replace it
with a power window motor. On the 1st generation 4Runners, the rear wiper, window and shell
are all interlocked to prevent damage. Started by lockedyota General 4WD Discussion. Started
by wmflyfisher General 4WD Discussion. I put my hard top back on after the recent Moab trip
and the rear window won't do anything now. The key in the tailgate really hasn't worked in years
and now I'm getting nothing from the switch as well. Is there any obvious easy things to check?
I remember having some electrical issue in the past and the resolution was getting a longer bolt
in one of the hard top spots because it formed a ground, but that makes more sense for the
wiper than the window. The wiper doesn't work either but I don't think it did before. It hasn't had
a wiper blade on it for a very long time. My plan was to take my truck on our weekend trip
leaving Sunday, but I doubt I'll have time to do much for trouble shooting before then so
hopefully it's something super easy. Any ideas? Remember that when it comes to being a
mechanic I'm bordering on pathetic and electrical issues are at the bottom of the list for things
that I'm good at. I have a friend that I'm sure is willing to help, it just won't happen before this
weekend. FROR front bumper. Budbuilt Bolt-on traction bar. I've read that there is a relay
behind the side panel behind the driver seat. Mine would short out with the top off and the
window would go up so I unplugged the switch and used a test light grounded to figure out
which wire made it go down. I stripped a wire on both end and clamped the test light to it to
figure out which two wires on the connector makes it go up. Hope that helps, but I don't have
the exact answer. Helping off line threw text messages. Quote from: : bestgen4runner on May
25, , PM. I have a wiper motor cluster for sale looks brand new, actually have 2 of them, but
there is a small piece missing on one, looks like it wouldn't matter though. The cost of freedom
is always high, but Americans have always paid it. And one path we shall never choose, and
that is the path of surrender, or submission. It is the bolt that has a sensor attached to it that
tells the truck the top is off. It is on the drivers side. SqWADoosh likes this. Is this switch on the
rear window regulator, I may have an extra switch. Even the most primitive society, has an
intimate respect for the insane. That one has fooled me several times. There is the bolt switch
thing for the top which was mentioned above. I bypassed my switch because I have never found
a working one. They all have about 30 years of mountain dew in them, corroded, sticky and
hopeless. The switch just grounds the circuit so you can use a two sided toggle or two
momentary switches. I used two momentary switches and mounted them right above the radio
in the bezel. I think I had to ground like one other wire or maybe put 12v to one. The wiring

diagrams make it apparent what wire needs what or you can just put a tester on your wires and
play with it. I had a truck harness so I had to kind of go from scratch. It's probably easier with
your 4runner harness. Here is a pic Window Switches. JPG Quote from: ovrarok on May 26, ,
AM. Quote from: blackdiamond on May 26, , PM. Quote from: ovrarok on May 26, , PM. So there
are 3 switches that must be triggered to allow power to the rear window. The rear window relay
can be found just behind the B pillar. The plug will have 4 wires that are a significantly larger
gauge. To reverse the direction swap the motor terminals. I resolved the issue last night and
everything is put back together unless I decide that my fix was too ghetto and needs to be done
differently. Considering that the worst thing that can happen is that the rear window might stop
operating again I suspect it'll stay this way. I used a 12 AWG solid core wire to make two
jumpers in the plug in the truck harness. One jumper would have made it work, but I figured that
having two would increase the odds of maintaining the connection and it was easy to "plug" the
solid core wires into the upper and lower parts of the plug. I then used electrical tape to wrap
everything tight so that the two jumpers are fixed in place. Everything is working. This is
actually the second time that the removable bolt top switch has caused me an issue after
putting the hard top back on. It's now in "timeout" on a shelf in the garage so I can guarantee
that any future issues will be something else. When you remove the top you need to remember
which bolt came out of the switch sensor hole, it is a special length so that it activates the
switch. If you put the wrong bolt it will either be too long and break the switch or too short to
close the switch. I was also able to fix my problem. It was the tailgate latch sensor. I pulled it out
a land tested it with my meter. Sure enough, it had a spot in its movement where it had no
continuity. I carefully disassembled it and using some sandpaper I cleaned the contacts. Then I
used a light aplications of dielectric grease to coat them. After putting it all back together it is
working like new. Rear window on 94 4runner will not go down??? First SAS, Checking my
work. All products intended for Off-Road use. Prices subject to change without notice. Page
created in 1. Logged : bestgen4runner The 1. Thanks for the reminder of the switch. I don't
know what the issue was with the switch, but after not feeling any resistance when putting the
bolt in I put a small screwdriver in the hole and managed to push the "button" out of the switch.
I found the "button", contact, and small spring in the inner fender but was not able to make the
switch work. I jumpered the plug and the window started working. I may just pick up a cheap
switch tomorrow instead of figuring out the OEM style. My speaker opening is close enough
that I could easily flip a manual switch on the rare occasion that I have the hard top off. I could
also bypass it all together since my soft top can, in theory, be used with the rear window.
Downsides to just bypassing it? I am just going to jumper the plug to get it working for the
weekend and may just bypass it all together. It appears that the rubber piece at the top is
intended to act as the return spring for the switch, but mine is weathered to the point that the
"button" just slides through the old rubber. I will have to see how much a new switch costs and
see if it's worth it or not. Logged Even the most primitive society, has an intimate respect for the
insane. It's under the 3rd hard top bolt from the b
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ack on the driver's side. An installed bolt is supposed to push a "button" to complete the
circuit and allow the rear window to work. I unplugged the switch and just used a wire to
connect the two sides of the plug and it worked so I am planning to just fix it this way for now
and possibly just splice the wires later. Yeah, I have a bypass switch , I'm sure it's in there, if
you need it, let me know Logged blackdiamond and SqWADoosh like this Even the most
primitive society, has an intimate respect for the insane. I will see how my quick jumper bypass
goes and then evaluate it from there. Logged blackdiamond likes this built lastnight, crawl today
How did you do this? I am also having the same problem. I've done a lot of troubleshooting and
no luck. Will the outside key work with your modification? Logged built lastnight, crawl today
Logged SR5 4runner, 1KZ-t turbo diesel with mech. Feb 28, , AM by lockedyota. Jan 25, , AM by
whiteman. Sep 09, , AM by chim. Jan 16, , PM by Rock4Runner.

